Abstract

Background: Previous studies have shown a negative association between urban environments and pulmonary function.

Objectives: This longitudinal study examined the effect of an urban environment on pulmonary function tests of children by comparing children from an urban and a rural area in Egypt. The effect of other factors on pulmonary function, including obesity, breastfeeding and parental atopy, was also examined.

Methods: Children aged 7–12 years from rural Shibin El-Kom and urban Cairo were enrolled in the study. Forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1), forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory rate and peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR) were measured 5 times over a period of 2 years, at 6-monthly intervals. Factorial repeated measures analysis of variance was used to evaluate the differences in the rate of change in FEV1 predicted%, FVC predicted% and PEFR between the children in Cairo and Shibin El-Kom. Generalized linear mixed models were used to analyse factors associated with pulmonary function test results.

Results: Generalized linear regression showed that living in Cairo decreased log(FVC), log(FEV1) and log(PEFR). Significant differences were found in the changes occurring between the 2 locations in the last 3 visits; children in Cairo showed a smaller increase in pulmonary function.
Conclusions: Differences in pulmonary function in the 2 locations increased significantly with time, indicating a negative effect on lung function of living in urban Cairo. The findings could be used to help in the development of policies in Egypt and other developing countries to improve respiratory health, including promoting breastfeeding and reducing outdoor air pollution.
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Introduction

Air pollution is recognized as a risk factor for several negative health outcomes including increased mortality, increased hospital admissions for both respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, and exacerbation of asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (1). There is a negative association between long-term exposure to air pollution and lung function (2).

Urban environments can also negatively affect health. This effect can be attributed to several factors in addition to air pollution, including diet, socioeconomic status, infections, stress, allergic exposure and parasitic infections (3). Inner-city children appear to have more episodes of acute respiratory infection than those living in rural areas (3) and lung function growth rate is higher in rural children than urban children (4), although this effect could be reversible (5). Other studies have shown the protective effect of farming activities and daily contact with livestock in different parts of the world (6,7), including Egypt (8).
This study evaluated the hypothesis that there are differences in children’s lung function between urban and rural areas of Egypt. Air pollution in Cairo is considered one of the greatest challenges to health in Egypt because of its multiple sources, including industrial waste, burning of agricultural residues, vehicle emissions and pollutants resulting from open burning of municipal solid waste (9). The study compared respiratory function between schoolchildren in an urban area (Cairo) and a rural area (Shibin El-Kom) of Egypt and also explored the relative importance of an urban–rural setting and other known risk factors in relation to respiratory function.

**Methods**

**Study design, setting and sample**

This longitudinal study examined the effect of a rural versus urban environment and other risk factors on pulmonary function tests in schoolchildren in Egypt. Schoolchildren aged 7–12 years from 2 locations in Egypt were enrolled in the study. The first, exposed, group was drawn from the urban city of Cairo and the second, comparison, group was from the rural area of Shibin El-Kom. Cairo, the capital of Egypt, has a population of 18.772 million (10). The city is located around the Nile River and surrounded by large deserts. Shibin El-Kom, the provincial capital of Monofeya Governorate, is located in the Delta region 95 km from Cairo inner city. Shibin El-Kom is a rural town with most of its population working in farming.

The children were enrolled from 2 predominantly middle-class schools in Cairo and Shibin El-Kom. Fajr Al-Islam school in Shibin El-Kom and Al Husain school in the centre of Cairo. The 2 schools were similar in terms of class size and cleanliness.

According to Cohen, the number of participants required for an appropriate sample is associated with the number of factors and the expected effect size (11). He recommends 200 as sufficient when there are up to 20 predictors. We calculated that the study required a minimum sample size of 323. This figure was based on a total target population in the schools of 2 000, with a confidence level of 95% and a 5% margin of error. Our sample size was substantially larger than the minimum as we did not want to exclude children from participating if they wished to. Therefore, all children who were eligible for inclusion (being able to perform the test successfully) in each school and who wished to participate were tested. Children who were unable to perform the spirometry successfully were excluded. In addition, from the 3rd visit, children who were exposed to smoke or had a pulmonary or heart disease were excluded. This was done because we thought to include all these variables as independent factors in the regression analysis, but this needed a bigger sample than we had, so it was decided to control these variables by adding them to the exclusion criteria. Participants from the 2 groups were matched on age and gender. This resulted in comparable age, body mass index (BMI), gender...
and height between the 2 locations, as the data show.

**Data collection**

The data presented in this study are part of a comprehensive study (12) that included circulating an Arabic version of the ISAAC questionnaires (13), and additional questions related to environmental factors. The children were given the questionnaire and the consent form to take home to be completed by their parents. The consent form included a short summary of the study and its objectives and the questionnaire comprised questions about parental smoking habits and child health status, including questions about asthma and other pulmonary diseases and medications used.

The pulmonary function tests was performed every 6 months in March and September over a period of 2 years after the first visit, therefore testing took place a total of 5 times. Forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1), forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory rate (FEV1/FVC*100) and peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR) were measured.

A room was allocated for the spirometry test in each school. The children were divided into groups of 15. Each group entered the room consecutively where the weight and height of each child was measured. An explanation of the spirometry test was given for each group before the children performed the test. The tests were performed using a Vitalograph Micro spirometer. The same spirometer was used by the same tester for all tests and for all visits.

Before the spirometry test, each child was asked about illnesses, exposure to smoking and medication used. Spirometry tests were performed according to the guidelines of the European Respiratory Society (14). Each child was asked to take a deep breath and then blow out as strongly and as fast as they could for at least 6 seconds until complete exhalation. Nose clips were used to avoid any air leakage and disposable mouthpieces were used to preserve good hygiene conditions and prevent any spread of infection. Children were told to seal their lips around the mouthpiece before blowing out. The test was repeated 3 times and the best reading was recorded.

Calibration checks were performed daily. The syringe used to check the volume calibration of spirometers had an accuracy of ±15 mL. Calibration syringes were checked for leakage by attempting to empty them with the outlet corked. Any dropped or damaged syringe were discarded. The volume accuracy of the spirometer was checked with a single discharge of a 3-litre calibrated syringe.
Manoeuvres were acceptable when the difference between the best (largest) 2 FVC values was ≤ 0.15 L and the difference between the best (largest) FEV1 values was ≤ 0.15 L. For those with an FVC ≤ 1.0 L, the difference for both these measures was within 0.10 L. In PEFR, the highest reading out of 3 acceptable readings was recorded.

Children who were unable to perform the test successfully were excluded from the test. The main reasons for exclusion were shallow or short inhalation, short exhalation, coughing or laughing during the test, inability to seal lips properly around the spirometer, or annoyance due to the nasal clips. In Visit 1, 25 children were excluded from the test and 33 were excluded in Visit 3 when new children were enrolled into the study.

**Statistical analysis**

The Global Lung Function Initiative equations (15) were used to calculate predicted values of FEV1 and FVC. The continuous variables of height, age, weight and lung function parameters were expressed as means and standard deviations (SD). The ratio of FEV1/FVC was expressed as a percentage.

Generalized linear mixed models were used to analyse factors associated with pulmonary function test results. The regression was modelled on 3 levels, by clustering by individual, then by location, and by time for repeated measures. As the variance of the pulmonary function measurements changes with height and age (16), pulmonary function measurements were transformed to the natural logarithm to obtain homoscedasticity in relation to height and age (17).

Obesity was evaluated by using the Egyptian BMI growth charts (18). BMI > 95th percentile was used as the cut-off for determining obesity. The model included logarithms of height and age, location, sex, breastfeeding, obesity and maternal and paternal atopy (asthma or eczema). Multicollinearity across levels of the model was checked by inspecting variance inflation factors; although logarithms of height and age were significantly correlated, the variance inflation factor was

Factorial repeated measures analysis of variance was used to evaluate the differences in the rate of change in FEV1 pred%, FVC pred% and PEFR between Cairo and Shben El-Kom. Statistical tests were carried out using SPSS, version 17.

**Ethical consideration**
Ethical approval for the research was obtained from the Research Ethics Committee of the University of Sunderland, and the Egyptian Ministry of Education.

**Results**

(Table 1) shows the number of children tested in the 5 visits. In the first 2 visits, 109 boys and 85 girls were recruited from Cairo and 127 boys and 85 girls were recruited from Shibin El-Kom. In the last 3 visits (Visits 3, 4 and 5), 204 boys and 169 girls were recruited in Cairo and 209 boys and 151 girls were recruited in Shibin El-Kom. The table shows high numbers of drop-outs in the third visit because all children who had a smoking parent/relative at home or had a pulmonary or heart disease were excluded from the study and new recruits were added to increase the sample size.

The physical measurements of the children were comparable between the 2 locations at all visits and no significant differences were found. (Table 2) shows physical measurements in the first and last visits (Visits 1 and 5). The t-test indicated that there were no significant differences between the 2 locations in age, height and BMI for both sexes (P > 0.05 for all).

FVC, FEV1, FEV1/FVC%, FVC predicted%, FEV1 predicted% and PEFR were higher in Shibin El-Kom than Cairo among boys and girls in all visits (Table 3).

Scale reliability analyses were performed to examine test–retest reliability for the last 3 visits as these included the largest sample sizes. The results showed high consistency in height and weight (Cronbach alpha = 0.998 and 0.990 respectively). A repeated measure ANOVA was used to compare the changes in pulmonary function in the last 3 visits between the 2 locations (Table 4).

There were significant differences in the changes between the 2 locations in the last 3 visits in FVC predicted% (F = 10.05, P)

A generalized linear mixed model was used to analyse factors associated with pulmonary function. (Table 5) shows the results for the data gathered from all 5 rounds after excluding the data obtained from children who were exposed to passive smoking or suffered from a respiratory condition who were enrolled in either of the first 2 visits. Risk factors were included in
the regression analysis without adjusting for any confounding factors. The analysis included the data collected from 416 children in Visits 1 and 2, and 733 children in the rest of the visits.

The analysis indicated that living in Cairo, obesity and maternal atopy (asthma/eczema) had a significant negative association with FVC. Height, age and being male had a significant positive association with FVC. Living in Cairo, obesity and paternal and maternal atopy had a significant negative association with FEV1. Height, age, breastfeeding and being male had a significant positive association with FEV1. Living in Cairo, obesity and maternal atopy had a significant negative association with PEFR, while height and breastfeeding had a significant positive association with PEFR.

**Discussion**

The results of the pulmonary function test showed that FVC, FEV1, FEV1/FVC% and PEFR for boys and girls were higher in Shibin El-Kom compared with Cairo. Living in Cairo decreased FEV1, FVC and PEFR compared with Shibin El-Kom. The Global Lung Function Initiative equations were used to calculate FEV1 predicted and FVC predicted and the results showed that these measures were all higher in Shibin El-Kom than Cairo. These findings confirm previous studies that reported differences in pulmonary function between urban and rural areas (8,19), which could indicate sub-clinical airway narrowing and slower pulmonary growth rate (3).

The decrease in FVC and FEV1 was likely due to decrease in lung tissue elasticity and an increase in big airway resistance, although obstructions in small airways can also decrease FEV1 (20). The decrease in PEFR is an indicator of small and peripheral airway obstruction (4). Air pollution can lead to oxidative stress in the respiratory tract resulting in airway inflammation and injury which leads to a decrease in pulmonary function. The adverse effects of exposure to air pollution will appear in small airways before large ones (4). Thus, the reduction in FVC found in our study in Cairo indicates that the adverse effects of air pollution were long-standing. The differences we observed in lung function between the rural and urban areas as reported by other studies (21) could be attributed to outdoor air pollution (4), indoor air pollution (22), exposure to farm animals (8), farming activities (7), infections, pets, dietary habits, parasitic infections and allergen exposure (3). While we initially intended to consider ambient air pollution as a risk factor, it was difficult to do this in our 2-community design, due to difficulties in measuring personal exposure to outdoor and indoor air pollution, which requires equipment, localized air pollution data, and the time spent outdoors for each child. Gathering this information, if possible, needed funds that were not available for this study.

The results of the generalized linear mixed model indicated that obesity was negatively associated with FVC, FEV1 and PEFR. This supports earlier work with children aged 6–11.
years that found that FVC, FEV1, forced expiratory flow 25–27% and FEV1/FVC were significantly reduced in overweight or obese children compared with those of normal weight (23). The decrease in FVC and FEV1 reported in our study indicates that obesity induces symptoms similar to those seen in restrictive pulmonary disease by adding external load on the chest wall, resistance within the respiratory system, respiratory muscle function, and airway structure or function (24). Obesity may change airway function by increasing bronchial hyper-responsiveness (25). In addition, pulmonary inflammation may be enhanced in obese children because adipose tissue is a source of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines (25).

The generalized linear mixed model results showed that parental atopy was negatively associated with FVC, FEV1 and PEFR. This corroborates previous work that found a negative association between parental atopy and pulmonary function in offspring (26). This suggests a genetic effect on bronchial hyper-responsiveness.

The results of the generalized linear mixed model also indicated that breastfeeding was positively associated with FVC, FEV1 and PEFR which supports previous work (27). This beneficial effect could be due to the physical training of prolonged suckling at the breast that induces improvement on the mechanics of ventilation (28) or immunoactive factors present in the breast milk such as cytokines and chemokines which may reduce allergic susceptibility of the lung tissue (29); this interpretation is supported by our finding in our previous report that breastfeeding had a protective effect against wheeze and allergic rhinitis (12).

Significant differences were found in pulmonary function tests for the change rates of FVC predicted%, FEV1 predicted% and PEFR in boys and girls between the 2 locations. This corroborates the adverse effects of air pollution on lung function growth found in previous studies as measured by lung function tests (4). The deficit in growth of FVC and FEV1 could be due to the reduction in alveoli growth (29), airway inflammation and diseases (30) or oxidative stress (31).

**Limitations of study**

There are several limitations to our study. First, there is no equation to calculate predicted FVC and FEV1 specifically formulated for Egyptian children. Predicted FEV1 and FVC are however calculated by height and gender and the generalized linear mixed model used to analyse factors associated with pulmonary function test included these variables. Moreover, the main aim of the pulmonary function test performed in this study was to compare healthy Egyptian children living in rural areas with those living urban areas; it was not used as a diagnostic tool to evaluate a specific individual health condition.
Second, data on some potential risk factors were unavailable, including birth weight, indoor air pollution from fuel used for cooking, socioeconomic status or parents' education. However, to tease out different risk factors, a hierarchical test of 3 levels was performed to estimate the contribution of the clustering variable (i.e. location or person) to the outcome. Furthermore, in Egypt the educational level or occupation of the parent is not an accurate indicator of financial and social status (32).

Third, as the children were given the questionnaire and the consent form to take home to be completed by their parents, any parents who were illiterate and did not have anyone at home to help them complete the questionnaire would not have been able to participate in the study. Given that the schools were considered to have children from middle-class backgrounds, few, if any, parents would have been illiterate.

**Conclusion**

Differences in pulmonary function in the 2 locations increased significantly with time, indicating a negative effect on lung function of living in urban Cairo. This is one of the first longitudinal studies to examine the lung function of Egyptian children and the associated risk factors in urban and rural environments. The findings of this study could be used to help develop policies in Egypt and other developing countries to improve respiratory health of children, including promoting breastfeeding and reducing outdoor air pollution.
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et la fonction pulmonaire.

Objectifs : La présente étude longitudinale a examiné l’effet d’un environnement urbain sur les tests de la fonction pulmonaire chez l’enfant en comparant des enfants vivant en milieu urbain et rural en Égypte. L’effet d’autres facteurs sur la fonction pulmonaire, tels que l’obésité, l’allaitement au sein et l’atopie parentale, a également été examiné.

Méthodes : Des enfants d’âge compris entre 7 et 12 ans vivant dans les zones rurales de Shibin El-Kom et dans des zones urbaines du Caire ont été inclus dans cette étude. Le volume maximal expiré pendant la première seconde d’une expiration forcée (VEMS), la capacité vitale forcée (CVF), le débit expiratoire forcé et le débit expiratoire de pointe (DEP) ont été mesurés à cinq reprises sur une période de 2 ans, à intervalles de six mois. L’analyse de variance factorielle à mesures répétées a été utilisée pour évaluer les différences dans le taux de modification pour le pourcentage prévu du VEMS, de la CVF et du DEP entre les enfants du Caire et de Shibin El Kom. Des modèles mixtes linéaires généralisés ont été utilisés pour analyser les facteurs associés aux résultats des tests de la fonction pulmonaire.

Résultats : La régression linéaire généralisée a montré que le fait de vivre au Caire diminuait le log(CVF), le log(VEMS) et le log(DEP). Des différences significatives ont été constatées dans les changements survenant entre les deux emplacements au cours des trois dernières visites ; les enfants du Caire présentant une augmentation plus faible de la fonction pulmonaire.

Conclusions : Les différences au niveau de la fonction pulmonaire dans les deux emplacements augmentaient considérablement avec le temps, ce qui indique un effet négatif de la vie en zone urbaine du Caire sur la fonction pulmonaire. Ces conclusions pourraient être utilisées pour contribuer à l’élaboration de politiques en Égypte et dans d’autres pays en développement pour améliorer la santé respiratoire, y compris la promotion de l’allaitement au sein et la réduction de la pollution de l’air dans les habitations.
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**Abstract**

The object of this study was to investigate an association between pulmonary function and urban and rural environmental factors among schoolchildren in Egypt. The study aimed to determine the impact of environmental factors on pulmonary function and to examine the relationship between age and pulmonary function. The study was conducted among children aged 7-12 years in the city of Qalubiya and Qalyubia Governorates. A total of 60 children were investigated for pulmonary function, comprising 30 from each area. The study assessed the effect of environmental factors on pulmonary function, such as altitude, temperature, and humidity. The results showed a significant decrease in lung function in children living in the city compared to those living in rural areas. There was also a noticeable decrease in lung function in children aged above 10 years. The study suggested that there is a significant difference in pulmonary function between rural and urban areas, with urban areas showing a more pronounced decrease in lung function. The study also emphasized the importance of environmental factors in determining pulmonary function.

**Conclusion**

The study demonstrated a significant decrease in lung function in children living in urban areas compared to their rural counterparts. There was also a noticeable decrease in lung function in older children. The study suggested that environmental factors play a significant role in determining pulmonary function. Therefore, it is crucial to consider these factors in the development of strategies to improve pulmonary health and the well-being of children. The study’s findings can be utilized to develop policies and programs aimed at improving the health and well-being of children in urban areas.
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